Christian Ethics and Climate Changes

Content:
1. The roots of christian ethics and care on the environment
2. A historical perspective on administrating the world
3. Why mankind is responsible of climate changes
4. The christian duty: protecting the planet
5. The role of the church in a climate changing world
6. Man's responsibility in protecting the environment
7. Developing a christian perspective on approaching climate changes
8. Christian ethics, environment protection and a new type of behavior in a fast changing world

Methods:
- Presenting the information on the subject
- Direct interaction with the students
- Small groups debates
- Questions and answers

Competences and skills to be acquired:
1. Understanding the basic principles in ethics and their relation with society
2. Understanding that climate change is a real and a menace
3. Understanding the roots of climate changes
4. Explaining the complexity of this phenomena
5. Developing a new way of thinking with the aim of protecting the planet
6. Expressing the ethical principles socially and in everyday life

Prerequisites:
Students should have some basic knowledge regarding climate changes phenomena and which are its roots.

Language of instruction: English

Recommended for: Interdisciplinary